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Abstract—Nowadays, the design of software systems is pushed
towards agile development practices. One of its most fundamental
approaches is Test Driven Development (TDD). This procedure is
based on test cases which are incrementally written prior to the
implementation. Recently, Behavior Driven Development (BDD)
has been introduced as an extension of TDD, in which natural
language scenarios are the starting point for the test cases. This
description offers a ubiquitous communication mean for both the
software developers and stakeholders.
Following the BDD methodology thoroughly, one would expect
100% code coverage, since code is only written to make the
test cases pass. However, as we show in an empirical study this
expectation is not valid in practice. It becomes even worse in the
process of development, i.e. the coverage decreases over time. To
close the coverage gap, we sketch an algorithm that generates
BDD-style scenarios based on uncovered code.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the name indicates, Test Driven Development (TDD, [1])
is a development technique driving the implementation where
tests are the essential elements. More precisely, for each
passing test, there must exist some implementation. However,
the opposite direction is not necessarily required, i.e. there may
be program code for which no test exists. Hence, it is likely
to be the case that programs written in a TDD manner are
not fully covered. In industry and academia some empirical
studies investigated the quality of using TDD and found out
that the testing coverage drops below 100% when the projects
are developed for a longer period of time [2], [3].
Extending TDD, Behavior Driven Development (BDD, [4])
uses natural language to describe acceptance tests thereby
easing the communication between designers and stakeholders.
The used BDD language terminology focuses on the behavioral aspects rather than on testing. For this purpose, the test
structure borrows its ideas from user story specifications of
requirements engineering. These stories are called scenarios,
which describe specific examples of how the software should
work. Each scenario is written in a constrained natural language and constitutes one test case. As a result, in every step of
the development cycle well-defined outputs are being specified
before implementing the software. In particular, due to its more
intuitive behavioral specification, it is a useful methodology for
Completeness-Driven Development (CDD, [5]) and therefore
the question is raised whether using BDD achieves a higher
or the same code coverage.
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The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we have
empirically evaluated BDD projects where we discovered that
full coverage is not achieved. We compare these observations
to reported coverage results of TDD. The studies on TDD
underline our assumptions. While the test cases ensure a high
coverage in early versions of the project, the coverage drops
over time as the project becomes more mature and the project
size grows. As a consequence, an increasing coverage gap
results.
To close this coverage gap, we sketch an algorithm for
generating test cases based on uncovered code. In doing so,
test cases are generated in a BDD scenario style by making
reuse of already existing step definitions.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: At
first Section II discusses related work. Background on BDD
is given in Section III. Our empirical study is presented in
Section IV while the proposed algorithm idea is presented in
Section V. Finally the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Automatic test generation is a widespread research topic for
software and hardware system design since defining good tests
is a time-consuming task.
In [6], [7], and [8] test data is generated from UML
specifications, in particular state diagrams. The authors of [9]
present another automatic test case generation approach based
on UML communication diagrams to target cluster level tests
which can be used to describe a story similar to the ones in
BDD. But generally these approaches generate tests from a
predefined specification while our algorithm considers only
the uncovered code parts in the development cycle and can
suggest missing test cases in each step.
In order to improve the test coverage, [10] presents a tool
that assists the programmer in determining for what code
parts tests need to be written and gives some hints on how
to exercise these. To achieve this it uses the program’s control
and flow graphs. But in contrast to our approach test cases
need to be written completely by the programmer.
There exist many random testing techniques such as [11],
which also incorporates feedback of executed inputs. Units are
generated from the source code, however, unlike our approach
the procedure is not trying to find missing test cases to achieve
a full coverage.
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The generation of test data using model checking [12],
[13] is being actively investigated in research. After the
modeling step a model checker is applied, then the resulting
counterexamples are used to generate new tests. One example
for such a model checker is the Java PathFinder [14], which
can generate test cases by means of symbolic execution.
To the best of our knowledge the automatic scenario generation for BDD is the first approach that supports the developer
to complete her test set in an intuitive manner.
III. B EHAVIOR D RIVEN D EVELOPMENT
TDD is a design flow paradigm in which test cases are
provided as a starting point and as central elements along
the whole design process. First, all test cases are specified
such that they all fail initially without an implementation —
otherwise the test cases are not useful. Based on the error
messages obtained from the failing test cases, the designer
can extract feedback what needs to be implemented in order to
fulfill the tests. This process leads to an incrementally growing
implementation eventually leading to a system for which all
test cases are passing.
Tests can be specified in different abstractions, ranging from
low level unit tests that target very specific aspects of single
classes and their methods to integration tests that consider the
system as a whole. Based on the TDD design flow paradigm,
in particular for the integration tests BDD has been recently
proposed in which more coarse-grained tests are specified by
means of natural language targeting the behavioral level of
designing software.
In the context of this work, we will limit our observations
on BDD for Ruby [15] development. Two frameworks are of a
particular importance: Cucumber [16] and RSpec [17]. Note,
that the general flow can be applied to other programming
languages and BDD tools accordingly.
A. Cucumber
In Cucumber, the natural language specifications of the
test cases are strictly separated from the actual test code.
This allows different views on the tests, in which the plain
natural language description of test cases offers a ubiquitous communication mean for both the software developers
and stakeholders. The natural language ensures a common
understanding of the system to be developed between all
partners of the project. All test cases are called acceptance
tests and structured by means of features or feature files, where
each feature can contain several scenarios. Each scenario
constitutes one test case and is based on the Given-When-Then
sentence structure, in which each sentence is referred to as a
step. This terminology is illustrated by means of an example
feature on the left-hand side of Fig. 1.
Consider the first scenario in the same figure. This scenario
originates from an advanced development stage of a submission system. It describes the submission of a paper to such a
system. However, in order to execute the scenario, we have to
bind the steps to actual test code. This can be achieved using
so-called step definitions which are tuples of a keyword (such

as Given, When, or Then), a regular expression, and test code.
Whenever a step of a scenario matches the regular expression,
the test code is executed. Some of the step definitions for the
scenario described above are formalized on the right-hand side
of Fig. 1.
Consider the first step definition that matches the first
step “Given I am an authenticated “author” user” from the
scenario in Fig. 1. Here, a new user of type “author” is
created for which the authentication procedure is performed.
For the remaining steps, the user selects the submission page
by following navigation links, enters the details of her new
submission to the system and submits the paper (When-step
and And-step). The correct behavior is checked by inspecting
the notification after the submission (Then-step).
As indicated in the second scenario of Fig. 1, the step
definitions can be reused for similar steps since regular expressions are used to match the steps. For example, the user
type “author” could be replaced by “chair” without modifying
the step definitions.
The step definitions are written before the implementation
phase has been started based on the scenarios given in natural
language. Thus, design decisions affecting the structure of the
implementation are taken while writing the test code for the
step definitions.
For the scenario at hand, it has been decided that there
needs to be a class for an authenticated User and a class
Submission that has operations for adding a new submission
to the database and presenting a notification to the user.
During the implementation phase, the test cases are usually
executed whenever the implementation changes, preferably
using a background task running autonomously. Each scenario
is run as a separate test case with no interaction to other
scenarios or features. Therefore for every test a clean starting
point can be identified which is the first step in a scenario.
When executing the test cases, steps can only fail due to two
reasons, i.e. syntactic and semantic errors. The first class of
errors occur whenever a name cannot be resolved, e.g. when
there is no class called User, or there is no method msg
available yet. The second class of errors consists of errors that
occur whenever values do not match their expectations. This
can only happen in assertions, i.e. step definitions such as the
second one given on the left side of Fig. 1. This is done with
the automatically loaded assertion library from RSpec, which
offers an intuitively syntax such as in the last step definition
using ‘should contain()’.

B. RSpec
RSpec is one of the first TDD frameworks that puts the focus on behavior. The programmer writes executable examples
of the desired behavior of a small parts of code in a controlled
context. In contrast to Cucumber, there is no strict separation
of the natural language part of the test and the test code itself.
Here is an example of the structure of an RSpec test case:
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Scenario

Feature: Submission
···
Scenario: Add a new submission
Given I am an authenticated “author” user
When I select the submission page

Given /^I am an authenticated "([^\"]*)" user$/ do |user_type|
name = "example"
email = "example@example.com"

step

password = "secret!"

another step

And I submit all details for a paper

Test code

Step
definition

@user = User.new(name, email, user_type)
···
end
···
Then /^I get a successful submission notification$/ do

Then I get a succesful submission notification
Scenario: List all submission
Given I am an authenticated “chair” user
···

@submission.info.msg.should contain("Successful submission of")
end

Fig. 1. BDD definitions

describe SubmissionDatabase do
context "when first created" do
it "is empty" do
submission_database = SubmissionDatabase.new
submission_database.should be_empty
end
end
end

As for any BDD tool, RSpec also builds on simple examples
that express the basic expected behavior. RSpec embeds a
domain specific language that covers the description of the
behavior of an object. It consists of the three main methods
‘describe’, ‘context’, and ‘it’.
With the ‘describe’-method an example group, called
SubmissionDatabase, is declared which is used to bundle
the examples of the expected behavior of an object. In this
case a class SubmissionDatabase should be developed. The
‘it’-method identifies an example. In the given example the
behavior of the SubmissionDatabase is being described for the
case it is created for the first time.
The ‘describe’-methods can be nested in order to trace
different hierarchies of modules and classes. Another method
‘context’ can be used for structuring the desired behavior better, although it is technically just an alias for the
‘describe’-method.
Applying the TDD approach, we would expect full code
coverage since there should never exists any implementation
code without writing a test for it first. Since BDD builds upon
the same principle we would expect the same results. In the
next section we are going to analyze code coverage of two
BDD projects.
IV. E MPIRICAL S TUDY ON C OVERAGE IN BDD P ROJECTS
In this section we present an empirical study on coverage
achieved in BDD projects. Since in BDD projects the implementation of code is directed by acceptance tests, only code
that is necessary to make the tests pass should be written.
Hence, the expected coverage should be 100%. The main goal
of this evaluation is to investigate whether following the BDD
model leads to full coverage.

The section begins with the set up of the empirical study,
followed by a brief overview of the studied projects. Then
the empirical results for each of these project are presented
and discussed. Finally, we briefly address empirical results of
studies on TDD quality.
A. Approach
The empirical study for these frameworks observes code
coverage in the progress of development for each considered
project. As observation points, the individual versions of each
project have been taken. At each point, coverage measures
are applied and the original test cases are run again. In order
to find code parts that are never executed by any test case,
line coverage was used as coverage measure. The employed
coverage tool was SimpleCov 0.71 .
B. Studied Projects
For the empirical study we evaluated two implementations
from GitHub2 . GitHub is a collaboration platform that offers
Git as its revision control management system. Thus we only
considered projects that were driven by one (or both) of the
BDD frameworks Cucumber and RSpec. Both studied projects
are applied by a large community in their own software
projects.
1) Aruba: Aruba3 , which is continuously being developed
for almost three years now, offers an extension to Cucumber
that is used for testing command line applications. It can be
easily integrated into any Cucumber project and offers many
new completely implemented step definitions for tests that
target command line interfaces. For example consider the step
‘When I run ’echo $1’’. When this step is executed,
the shell command ‘echo’ is called automatically. The step
does not need to be defined first.
2) Celluloid: The Celluloid4 project provides a developer
tool that simplifies building multi-threaded Ruby programs.
The main idea is a new data structure that is an active
1 https://github.com/colszowka/simplecov
2 https://github.com/
3 https://github.com/cucumber/aruba
4 https://github.com/celluloid/celluloid/
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object which runs within a thread, called a “cell”. Celluloid is
continuously being developed for almost two years now.
C. Results
In this section we provide the results of our empirical
analysis. Figs. 2 and 3 present the line coverage results of
the implementations of Aruba and Celluloid. The blue bars
show the achieved code coverage after the execution of the
original test cases. The lines of code (LOC) are shown for
every version as an continuous line with the scale depicted on
the right side of the chart. As primary tendency it can be seen
that the line coverage for every project is almost always less

than 100%. When considering both projects independently,
some other observation can be made.
For Aruba, a trend towards a lower coverage can be noticed.
In the first versions the development team started with 100%
code coverage using Cucumber, which stayed the same for all
revisions of version 0.1. But when changing to version 0.2.0
the coverage dropped while the implementation code increased
by approximately 29%. The tendency of a decreasing coverage
remains during the development of Aruba for the subsequent
versions, although the coverage increases slightly in between.
The last three versions were not run with Cucumber as the
only testing framework but in combination with RSpec. They
started with two additional RSpec examples in version 0.4.9
and rose to eight RSpec examples in version 0.4.11. A closer
look at the number of Cucumber scenarios (70 in the last
version) shows that the RSpec examples take only a small
part in the testing task.
In comparison to Aruba, Celluloid shows a more constant
code coverage over time. The coverage is in the range from
86.36% to 95.54%. The highest coverage was achieved shortly
after the beginning of the development. When Celluloid had a
big version jump from 0.2.2 to 0.5.0 the coverage decreased
notably and the lines of code increased by approximately 43%.
In later versions the LOC stabilized and the coverage grows
a bit. Here some new test cases were added, which may be
the reason for the increasing code coverage. The number of
test cases in Celluloid increased from 26 in the beginning to
130 cases. In the last four versions, there were always 5 failing
test cases, that may also be responsible for the decreasing code
coverage in these versions.
In conclusion it can be said, that both projects show a
similar constant reduction of code coverage during the project
development time. In the first instances of the implementation
they have a high code coverage, which reduces over the
versions, while the implementation code for Aruba increased
almost nine times in the period from the first version to
version 0.4.11 and for Celluloid more than quadruples from
version 0.0.1 to version 0.12.4.
In the next section we revise other empirical studies based
on TDD which also made some coverage observations.
D. Studies on TDD
Since TDD can be seen as the predecessor of BDD and
both are using the test-first principle, coverage results on TDD
projects should also be considered.
In [18] three software development projects were realized
using TDD with semi-industrial settings in an empirical study.
These projects were compared with two iterative test-last
projects. Among other quality measures test coverage was
analyzed. In general TDD induced a higher code coverage
in method, statement, and branch coverage and achieved up
to 100% coverage. But this study lasted only 9 weeks, i.e. the
coverage results are comparable with our results for Aruba
and Celluloid when considering only the first few versions. If
projects run for a short period of time with TDD, they can
have a high test coverage.
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Two industrial case studies were conducted for not less than
four months by Bhat and Naghappan [2]. The first project in
the case study reached a block coverage of 79%, while the
second one accomplished 88% block coverage using a unit
test approach with TDD.
The test cases in the experiment in [3] received a mean
of 98% method, 92% statement, and 97% branch coverage.
Method coverage ranged from approximately 72% to 100%,
similar to the results obtained with Aruba in our experiments.
While these coverage results are very high, the resulting
application was very small with about 200 LOC in Java.
None of these studies analyzed how the code coverage
changes over time, but they show a similar result to our study
on BDD projects. When a product is developed with TDD or
BDD for a short period, a high code coverage is achieved.
But when the development time progresses, coverage often
falls below 80%. One of the reasons for this coverage drop is,
that developer start writing additional code while adding code
to fulfill a certain test case. However, for the additional code
no acceptance test is written afterwards. In the next section
an approach is presented that will help the developer to close
this coverage gap.
V. C OVERAGE - DRIVEN S CENARIO G ENERATION
Based on the investigations presented in the previous sections, this section illustrates an approach that automatically
generates Cucumber-style scenarios based on uncovered code.
We are only considering line coverage thus far. In order
to obtain a testset that fully covers the implementation, we
envision a two-stage approach. In the first stage, referred to
as global coverage in the remainder, all uncovered methods
are targeted such that at least all methods are called by
the test cases. Afterwards, the remaining uncovered lines are
separately considered in a local coverage stage. In this local
coverage stage, we can always assume that we can start the
execution from the method’s entry point which is ensured after
a successful application of the global coverage stage.
A. Global Coverage Stage
We are interested in high level test cases ensuring a global
coverage. As a consequence, scenarios rather than explicit
execution traces should be obtained which seamlessly integrate
into the BDD-based design flow using tools such as Cucumber.
The general idea how to obtain such a scenario is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The goal is to generate a test case that covers
the uncovered code, depicted by means of the solid circle in
the cloud. For this purpose, we try to reuse already existing
steps from other scenarios. Hence, the algorithm is aiming
to approach the uncovered code as close as possible using
consecutive calls of existing steps starting from an initial point.
Obviously, no step exists that reaches the uncovered code,
therefore, a new step needs to be created for the last step.
According to the illustration in Fig. 4, the user will be offered a
generated scenario as exemplary depicted in Fig. 5 (following
the example of Section III). Aside from existing steps that

Step

1

Ste
p

Starting Point
(INIT)

2
New

Step

uncovered
code

Program
Fig. 4. Approaching uncovered code using step definitions

can be reused, the new step calling the method and a Thenstep (assertion step) containing a useful assertion must be
added by the developer. Since the new step often only consists
of the method call, in practical applications the new step and
the assertion step might be combined into a single step.
In order to automatically generate scenarios we introduce
the feature graph, a new data structure that captures all traces
based on the current set of features and their scenarios. The
feature graph is a graph whose vertices represent system states
and whose edges represent steps which occur in the features’
scenarios. An example of a feature graph is shown in Fig. 6.
A system state can be seen as an abstraction from the heap,
i.e. which objects are initialized together with their type and
the assignment to their attributes. For instance, after running
the first step of our first scenario from Section III an object of
type User with attributes type, name, etc. and an object of
type Page with its attributes are created. The size of the feature
graph is bounded by the number of steps in the features and
thus does usually not get too large. The start vertex of the
feature graph, called INIT, represents the initial state from
which each scenario is executed.
Given the feature graph, scenarios can be extracted from it
as follows. We start from an uncovered method m. Let T
be the type of the class in which m is defined. Now we
determine a vertex v from the feature graph which contains
an initialized object o of type T . This is a possible candidate
on which m can be called. T can be viewed as a precondition
to call the uncovered method m. If a method has parameters,
these can also be viewed as additional preconditions to call
the method m. This can be further generalized by allowing
other method preconditions to constrain possible candidates.
Now any path from INIT to v is a possible trace of steps
which represent the first part of the newly generated scenario
and the new step consists of the test code o.m, i.e. m is
invoked on o, followed by a user defined assertion step. The
quality of the generated scenario depends on the path that has
been taken. For this purpose, we have different strategies in
mind, e.g. taking the shortest path. To define better strategies
we can assign weights to the edges, e.g. how often a step has
been taken in all considered scenarios or the LOC of the test
code in a step.
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Scenario: New Scenario
Given I am an authenticated “author” user
When I select the submission page

When /^ [New Step] $/ do
### Insert your code here ###
with

And New Step
Then Assertion Step

### This needs to be tested ###
@submission.edit(id)
end

Fig. 5. New automatically generated scenario

INIT
Given I am an
authenticated “chair” user
User
type=chair
name=...
...

Page
id=42
...

Given I am an
authenticated “author” user
User
type=author
name=...
...

Page
id=42
...

When I select the
submission page

When . . .

User
type=author
name=...
...

Page
id=23
...

And I submit all
details for a paper
User
type=author
name=...
...

Then I get a succesful
submission notification

Page
id=24
...

Submission
authors={...}
title="Towards..."
...

Fig. 6. Feature graph example

If no vertex can be found in the feature graph on which the
method can be invoked a new scenario is generated that does
not reuse any existing step but consists of only a new step
that both creates an instance of the necessary class and then
invokes the method on it followed by the assertion step.
B. Local Coverage Stage
Although all methods are covered, the test set may still
not be complete since some blocks inside a method have
not been covered. The local coverage stage considers these
uncovered parts. As an example, consider an if-then-else
statement in which all test cases visit only the then branch.
However, in order to tackle these types of uncovered code,
more sophisticated approaches are required than the approach
being used for global coverage. The global coverage approach
is efficient since it is based on a small data structure, which
helps to partition the hard cases into their respective methods.
Test cases can then be generated as follows. Given an
uncovered line l in a method m, we first determine a scenario
from the set of features that covers m. Having performed the
global coverage stage in advance, such a scenario must exist.

Starting from the method’s entry point, existing techniques
e.g. based on symbolic execution [14] are used in order to find
a trace that leads to l. For this purpose, it might be required
that parameters of m or global variables need to be adjusted.
Nevertheless, the coverage problems that occur in the local
coverage stage are more complex than the global coverage
problem and for some lines no execution trace may be found
efficiently.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Although developing software with BDD (or TDD) is a
good method to cover a high percentage of code with tests,
putting the BDD model into practice is hard. In an empirical
study we found out that the coverage drops for projects with
long development periods. This observation can be explained
since in practice either additional code is added by the
developer while implementing code for fulfilling a certain test
case, or because code is implemented without adding a test
case at all. This observation is also confirmed by the fact that
the evaluated projects have a high coverage in the starting
phase of the project and drops after a certain amount of time.
Based on the results of the evaluations, we have proposed
an algorithm that is generating test cases based on uncovered
code. Moreover, these generated test cases are provided as scenarios and are therefore allowing for a holistic user experience
when working with a BDD-based design flow. The algorithm
separates the problem of finding test cases for uncovered
code into two stages in which the first stage ensures a 100%
method coverage. Using a new data structure, this stage can
be performed efficiently. The second stage then focuses on
uncovered code within methods, which is solved by making
use of existing techniques. However, the effort is reduced since
the first stage allows to consider this problem locally.
In future work, we want to formulate and implement the
proposed algorithm and evaluate it by applying it to various
projects, e.g. those presented in the study. In particular, we
are interested in evaluating different heuristics and strategies
on how to determine meaningful paths in the feature graph in
order to obtain useful scenarios for the developer. Furthermore
it is of interest to incorporate results from formal verification [19].
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